The CAB also changed its mind on a previous ruling that the increased revenue to the airlines from the elimination of the youth fares and other similar discount plans would be redistributed through reductions in all airline ancillary payments. After last week’s ruling, the CAB released a new ruling which now allows airlines to retain the additional revenue themselves.

The CAB’s new ruling insists that all youth fares (as well as senior citizen fares) are two-thirds of full fare for children and passengers, and 80% of the full rates for those over 65. The CAB also now will hold a mortgage on the Chemical Engineering building. Ashdown and Baker. When the bonds are refinanced, the mortgage will be cancelled. The Authority was formed in 1968 to “provide assistance for higher education.”...
This 96-page booklet tells what General Motors is doing now in the areas of pollution-control, safety and employment practices. Send for your free copy.

This does not include any supplies from this year's Bail Bond cushion or operating funds, which will be carried over into next year's budget.

THE TECH

NOTES

* Asea Landsers - Informal discussion. Nationally syndicated columnist will speak on his views on women in traditionally male professions. Thursday, May 10 at 1 p.m. in Kegon Little Theatre.

* Friday, May 11, all friends of Trinity Visis are invited to bring their dinner and spend some time with her in the McCormick Courtyard, beginning at 5 p.m. Dessert will be provided.

* 6:14 Science Project Laboratory. Sign up for Fall '73 through May 18.

* Tense and anxious about the end of the term? Come visit with Arica. Learn techniques for clearing your mind, relaxation, and concentration. Free lecture/demonstration on Sunday, May 13 at 7:30 pm in the McCormick Courtyard, beginning at 5 pm. Dessert will be provided.

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS - Australia, Europe, S. America. Africa. Must possess summer or full time, experience paid,什么呢? Free information write, TWR Co., Dept. F6, 2550 Telegraph Ave., Berkeley, CA 94704.

I've been dying Master's and PhD's full-time for three years (and still love it). I'd be happy to help you. 894-5050 (Weston).
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2 ACRE FARM - near Virginia Beach. Va. Four bedroom farm house set 6 miles off the road in beautiful country. 4 acre-vegetable garden, 1928 tractor, canoe, & 5 satin hens for quickly-produced breakfasts all on the property. Two miles from Sandbridge Beach, 15 min. from Virginia Beach - minutes away from Deep-sea, surf, or fresh water fishing. Furnished with breakfast, TV, kitchen, and luxury furniture, outdoor barbeque & picnic, and a contemporary library. Excellent vacation spot for a professor & family or group of teachers dividing up the summer. Available from first of September, sleeping 2,000 per month. If interested, call (703) 426-7122 any evening.
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The activities which took place over this past weekend on the MIT campus in conjunction with Kaleidoscope '73 proved that MIT students are willing to go to great lengths to attract people to campus. Perhaps one common concept has been that the MIT student body is too diverse to get together for social events, and in the past many social activities have been poorly attended.

However, activities this year, particularly Friday night's concert and the second day's Island party yesterday, proved that institute-wide social events could prove successful by bringing many people together for what were very extraordinary events. In particular, the people who coordinated Sha-Na-Na and the Fijis (who spent a great deal of time and money on the FIP) should be commended. Furthermore, there should be efforts made to identify easily recognizable events similar to these in the future — more than once a year.

To the Editor:

Speaking for the Student Center Committee, I would like to publicly express our gratitude to all those students and staffs of the Commercial Plant and of Administrative personnel who helped work on Kaleidoscope '73. Because of people's willingness to participate and work together, this occasion became the huge success of what we expected. The funds which will bring more times of communication and affection and pleasure in the future, and the special happening will have fostered more friendship and understanding.

In addition, I would personally like to express my thanks to those members of the Student Center Committee who put their personal responsibilities aside in order to accomplish the goals of Kaleidoscope '73. There are too many to name them all, but the Student Center Committee would like to thank the following people

etc. The definition of large social event

events include concerts by Sha-Na-Na, large enough to be held in either Kresge or the Student Center. Student Center Committee with the presiding body here meaning to "on-campus only" the advertising medium, insure good, desirable people and the less publicity that

deal of time and money on the FIP). The Student Center Committee who put much hours of careful planning and advertising effort into the making of this event, the Student Center Committee who put much hours of careful planning and advertising effort into the making of this event.

An example of this is that the Student Center Committee who put much hours of careful planning and advertising effort into the making of this event.

This is not to suggest that other types of events are not important; however, it has been shown that the many different types of events can be better managed and controlled. The FIP

For example, whereas a folk and rock concert....

A much more subtle and

This is number one believe, that only certain types of events attract the cultural element whereas other public events attract only the socially elite and morally impeccable society of society.

It is the consideration of many committees that the UA will accomplish nothing if it is to start a parliamentary study program bylaws, and procedures, and will attempt to organize the UA and its committees on constitutions and bylaws, procedures, and will attempt to organize the UA and its committees on constitutions and bylaws, procedures, and will attempt to organize the UA and its committees on constitutions and bylaws. Perhaps more because of his obscurity than anything else, there is presently no "Secretary General." The position is new and has been created in order to bring emphasis to the need to believe that other people might not decide to withdraw the Division of Academic and Educational Policy from the Student Center Committee. In the recent Graduate Student Council, the idea of withdrawing the Division of Academic and Educational Policy from the Student Center Committee was entertained. The idea looks very much as if you don't recognize them as part of the UA.

Some who say that they are fed up with having no part in letting the UA know. But there are no easy ways out into the world. People have cited against the UA.

The MIT community?"
Grads face cut in support

By Ken Davis

Starting next year, MIT's graduate school will face a seri-
ous setback in federal funding for fellowships. According
to Irwin Sizer, Dean of the Gradu-
ate School, the cuts will cost MIT grad students approxi-
mately $4 million next year and $5 million annually after that.

Among the programs being cut are the National Defense
Foundation, the National Science Foundation trainee pro-
gam, as well as all federal fellowships except those for
some NSF programs will be lost. The number of students receiv-
ing federal fellowships will be cut from 800 that year to 300
next fall, and stabilize at about 200 in the fall of 1974.

When asked about what de-
partments would be most ad-
versely affected, Sizer replied, "I
can't think of any that have
been immune. The blow has
been felt across the board." Among the hardest hit are Urban
Studies, which lost HUG fellow-
ships, and Linguistics, which de-
pended on the NIH for much of its funding.

One of the effects of the cutbacks is an expected decrease in
the size of the graduate school. Although MIT has so far avoided
ramping down its student numbers, it has noted at the California Institute of
Technology and many Ivy League schools.

According to Sizer, private universities will be the hardest hit by the cutbacks. State
schools, especially the small ones, which probably see an influx of graduate students, draws by state funds providing for re-
search assistantships enrollment in small state col leges is expec-
ted to increase by 100% in the
next few years. MIT has not
been as severely hurt as some other private schools, since it has been more aggressive in getting other types of financial support.

Another serious long range
problem caused by the cutbacks will be a decrease in the amount of basic and theoretical research being done. MIT, said Sizer,
will now try to use applied areas to keep basic research going. "We will
regret cutting off basic re-
search," he said. "We're not giv-
ing it up.

"Overall, the storm will be weathered with a stronger stu-
dent body. There will have to be
more care in who gets tenure
and increases in the size of the
faculty. We will also have to be
moving more socially-oriented research. This is for two reasons: we feel that they are extremely important, and, practically, that is where the money will be," he

gave as examples the fields of
pollution control, energy, ocean-
ography, health sciences and technology, and transportation.

"Perhaps this will be good for
the country in the long run," he

said.

To soften the effects of the cutbacks, MIT will try to in-
crease the number of fellowships it gives out. Money is being
taken out of the Sloan Basic Research Fund to set up 40 Sloan traineeships. The amount is limited by the resources avail-
able.

MIT will also look for more
good ways to cut down on gov-
ernment spending. Said Sizer, "It's important
that we con-
continue to get skilled people into
industry, government and teach-
ing. Cutting out research is not a
good way to cut down on gov-
ernment spending.

BULANZELL MOTOR SALES
1201100

Sewer Sales-Parts
European Delivery Specialties

Authorized Dealer

MIT Providence Hwy.
Rte. 1, Dedham
381 Main St.

Just back from Turkey!
Genuine HAND-CARVED block

MEERSCHAUM PIPES
at bargain prices.
Great for Graduation Gifts,
or Personal use.
CALL 894-8002.

With us your $200
keeps you a lot more than just afloat to Europe.

SURPLUS STOCK
regulation
army & marine
raincoats
100%
waterproof
nylon
cost to
U.S. Gov't
more than
6 times
our retail

$35-
Double-breasted style with convertible collar, all
vents, safety back with button placket. Reinforced double
seams. All wool with waterproof rubber coating on inside, made to Army and
Marine specifications. Choice of olive green or army tan, Army sizes 34 to 40 (civilian
sizes 36 to 44).

THE GOOD WOMAN
OF SETZUAN
Bertolt Brecht
Translation by
Eric Bentley

mit community players

NATIONAL STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES
4 BRATTLE ST. (corner Harvard Sq.) CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 02138 (617) 491-1838.
Open Monday—Friday: 10-6 Saturday: 11-5

1) You make one call and we put you on the airline of your choice.
2) FLAM, THA, Pan Am., to the city of your choice and then
   bring you home. Plus...
   a) Free trip planning
   b) Passport, visa, inoculation facts
   c) All travel needs within Europe —
      train passes and car rentals
      inter European flights, boats
   d) Ships to Europe from $150
   e) Guide books

European specialists for people of all ages.
Chairman of the Faculty Hartley Rogers isn't on the ball at the Faculty-Student Softball Game. Assistant to the Vice President for Operations Richard Sorenson looks on.
Sports

Crew in Wisconsin: wins one out of two

By Mylind F. Ears

The 1975 Heavyweight crew and team to defeat again this year, matched this time at the hands of the University of Wisconsin and Rutgers. The regatta pressure at the College Cup in Madison was 2nd against both teams and V. Lee from St. Louis.

There was two stars for the rating test in the regatta the week before last, but his four did not come into the test. After a 14th rank kill for testing, the test was started. Again this week, the two stars were not so good, but the other stars were tied and coming with both hands striking in the mix, the 14th rank killed off the stars until the 15th star week where they hold 10 lengths at all points. The test finished around 10:30, but most of the time brought their stroke up to 21.

The picture above shows the heavyweight crew (Henderson and Washington Justice) on the water and the crew being tested this year that might be the year for 1974 cars. This is the only test that the Wisconsin boats take this year.

CLASS OF 1975

Order Brass Rats

1975 July 24-25 July 16, 1975 Ribbi to 50th Annual

IM Track: SAE wins title

The International Track Association was held with an SAE, with the following events:

- 440 yard relay
- 880 yard relay
- 1650 yard relay
- 3200 yard relay
- 5000 yard relay
- 10000 yard relay
- 15000 yard relay
- 20000 yard relay
- 25000 yard relay
- 30000 yard relay
- 35000 yard relay
- 40000 yard relay
- 45000 yard relay
- 50000 yard relay
- 55000 yard relay
- 60000 yard relay
- 65000 yard relay
- 70000 yard relay
- 75000 yard relay
- 80000 yard relay
- 85000 yard relay
- 90000 yard relay
- 95000 yard relay
- 100000 yard relay
- 105000 yard relay
- 110000 yard relay
- 115000 yard relay
- 120000 yard relay
- 125000 yard relay
- 130000 yard relay
- 135000 yard relay
- 140000 yard relay
- 145000 yard relay
- 150000 yard relay
- 155000 yard relay
- 160000 yard relay
- 165000 yard relay
- 170000 yard relay
- 175000 yard relay
- 180000 yard relay
- 185000 yard relay
- 190000 yard relay
- 195000 yard relay
- 200000 yard relay
- 205000 yard relay
- 210000 yard relay
- 215000 yard relay
- 220000 yard relay
- 225000 yard relay
- 230000 yard relay
- 235000 yard relay
- 240000 yard relay
- 245000 yard relay
- 250000 yard relay
- 255000 yard relay
- 260000 yard relay
- 265000 yard relay
- 270000 yard relay
- 275000 yard relay
- 280000 yard relay
- 285000 yard relay
- 290000 yard relay
- 295000 yard relay
- 300000 yard relay
- 305000 yard relay
- 310000 yard relay
- 315000 yard relay
- 320000 yard relay
- 325000 yard relay
- 330000 yard relay
- 335000 yard relay
- 340000 yard relay
- 345000 yard relay
- 350000 yard relay
- 355000 yard relay
- 360000 yard relay
- 365000 yard relay
- 370000 yard relay
- 375000 yard relay
- 380000 yard relay
- 385000 yard relay
- 390000 yard relay
- 395000 yard relay
- 400000 yard relay
- 405000 yard relay
- 410000 yard relay
- 415000 yard relay
- 420000 yard relay
- 425000 yard relay
- 430000 yard relay
- 435000 yard relay
- 440000 yard relay
- 445000 yard relay
- 450000 yard relay
- 455000 yard relay
- 460000 yard relay
- 465000 yard relay
- 470000 yard relay
- 475000 yard relay
- 480000 yard relay
- 485000 yard relay
- 490000 yard relay
- 495000 yard relay
- 500000 yard relay
- 505000 yard relay
- 510000 yard relay
- 515000 yard relay
- 520000 yard relay
- 525000 yard relay
- 530000 yard relay
- 535000 yard relay
- 540000 yard relay
- 545000 yard relay
- 550000 yard relay
- 555000 yard relay
- 560000 yard relay
- 565000 yard relay
- 570000 yard relay
- 575000 yard relay
- 580000 yard relay
- 585000 yard relay
- 590000 yard relay
- 595000 yard relay
- 600000 yard relay
- 605000 yard relay
- 610000 yard relay
- 615000 yard relay
- 620000 yard relay
- 625000 yard relay
- 630000 yard relay
- 635000 yard relay
- 640000 yard relay
- 645000 yard relay
- 650000 yard relay
- 655000 yard relay
- 660000 yard relay
- 665000 yard relay
- 670000 yard relay
- 675000 yard relay
- 680000 yard relay
- 685000 yard relay
- 690000 yard relay
- 695000 yard relay
- 700000 yard relay
- 705000 yard relay
- 710000 yard relay
- 715000 yard relay
- 720000 yard relay
- 725000 yard relay
- 730000 yard relay
- 735000 yard relay
- 740000 yard relay
- 745000 yard relay
- 750000 yard relay
- 755000 yard relay
- 760000 yard relay
- 765000 yard relay
- 770000 yard relay
- 775000 yard relay
- 780000 yard relay
- 785000 yard relay
- 790000 yard relay
- 795000 yard relay
- 800000 yard relay
- 805000 yard relay
- 810000 yard relay
- 815000 yard relay
- 820000 yard relay
- 825000 yard relay
- 830000 yard relay
- 835000 yard relay
- 840000 yard relay
- 845000 yard relay
- 850000 yard relay
- 855000 yard relay
- 860000 yard relay
- 865000 yard relay
- 870000 yard relay
- 875000 yard relay
- 880000 yard relay
- 885000 yard relay
- 890000 yard relay
- 895000 yard relay
- 900000 yard relay
- 905000 yard relay
- 910000 yard relay
- 915000 yard relay
- 920000 yard relay
- 925000 yard relay
- 930000 yard relay
- 935000 yard relay
- 940000 yard relay
- 945000 yard relay
- 950000 yard relay
- 955000 yard relay
- 960000 yard relay
- 965000 yard relay
- 970000 yard relay
- 975000 yard relay
- 980000 yard relay
- 985000 yard relay
- 990000 yard relay
- 995000 yard relay
- 1000000 yard relay


When you shop for life insurance, you're doing the best thing. Choose an S.A.S. policy, and you'll save up to 50% Savings Bank Life Insurance. Shop and compare, shop and save. For more information, call 1-800-555-1234. Shop and compare. After all, you're the saver. Life Insurance Department CAMBRIDGE SAVINGS BANK 660 Massachusetts Avenue Night in Central Square

Be prepared for summer! Get
Photosun Photogra
Sunglasses at
TECH COOP OPTICAL
IM Track: SAE wins title

The intramural track meet for this year was held April 29, with the following results:

**Team Scores**

SAE (Sheffield, Parkinson, Amana) - 15
BSU - 63 1/2
PKS (Sheffield, Kenley, Bielagus) - 63

**440 yard relay**
SAE - 50.6 (Leminis, Sheffield, Hartman, Brown)
PKS - 51

**880 yard relay**
SAE - 1:31.1 (Pinkston, Kenley, Brown, Hartman)
PKS - 1:31.6

**Mile relay**
SAE (Sheffield, Peck, Ballew, Brum) - 4:06.4
PKS - 4:06.9

**Shut Put**
Van Lidth de Jeude - F.C. - 46' 4"
Baker - 45' 5"

The picture above shows the heavyweight crew (farthest from the camera) beating Columbia earlier this spring. Despite predictions earlier this year that this might be the year for MIT crews, this is the only race that the varsity heavies have won this year.

**Final Times:**

Vanlith de Jeude - 5:09.8
Dartmouth - 5:09.1
First Fresh - 5:10.2
MIT - 5:10.1
Second Fresh - 5:10.3
Dartmouth - 5:10.3

**Point Leaderboard:**

SAE - 50.6
PKS - 51
BSU - 63 1/2

---

**The picture above shows the heavyweight crew (farthest from the camera) beating Columbia earlier this spring. Despite predictions earlier this year that this might be the year for MIT crews, this is the only race that the varsity heavies have won this year.